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The ability to reproduce visually presented actions has been studied through neuropsychological observations of
patients with ideomotor apraxia. These studies include attempts to understand the neural basis of action repro-
duction based on lesion–symptommapping in different patient groups.While there is a convergence of evidence
that areas in the parietal and frontal lobes within the left hemisphere are involved in the imitation of a variety of
actions, questions remain about whether the results generalize beyond the imitation of tool use andwhether the
presence of a strong grasp component of the action is critical. Here we used voxel-based lesion–symptommap-
ping to assess the neural substrates of imitating meaningful (familiar, MF) and meaningless (unfamiliar, ML)
tool-related (transitive) and non-tool related (intransitive) actions. The analysis showed that the left parietal cor-
tex was involved in the imitation of transitive gestures, regardless of whether they were meaningful or not. In
addition therewas poor reproduction ofmeaningless actions (both transitive and intransitive) following damage
of the right frontal cortex. These findings suggest a role of right frontal regions in processing of unfamiliar actions.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Imitation is an innate tendency in humans (Meltzoff and Moore,
1977; Meltzoff and Moore, 1983; Meltzoff and Moore, 1989) as well as
in newborn chimpanzees (Bard and Russell, 1999; Myowa, 1996;
Myowa-Yamakoshi et al., 2005) and macaques (Ferrari et al., 2006).
The ability to reproduce gestures may provide one of the foundations
of social communication and it may have an important role in learning
effective tool use (e.g. how to use a hammer).

Following a brain lesion people with apraxia can suffer from a deficit
in reproducing and generating gestures (Mehler, 1987). In right handed
people this syndrome has classically been described in relation to le-
sions of the left posterior parietal cortex (Liepmann, 1900; Liepmann,
1905; Rothi et al., 1991) though other studies point to the role of right
brain areas as well as sub-cortical structures (Leiguarda et al., 1997;
Leiguarda, 2001; De Renzi et al., 1980; Tessari et al., 2007; Bonivento
et al., 2013), especially when finger configurations (Della Sala et al.,
2006; Goldenberg and Strauss, 2002) or movement sequences
(Canavan et al., 1989) have to be copied.
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. This is an open access article under
Prior neuropsychological evidence indicates that apraxia is not a uni-
tary phenomenon, and frequently symptom dissociations have been re-
ported in neuropsychological patients (Rumiati et al., 2009). For
example, neuropsychological observations suggest a double dissocia-
tion between the production of meaningful and meaningless gestures,
with some studies reporting patients who are more impaired when
imitating meaningless (ML) compared to meaningful (MF) gestures
(Tessari et al., 2007; Bartolo et al., 2001; Goldenberg and Hagmann,
1997; Peigneux et al., 2000) and others showing the opposite pattern
(Tessari et al., 2007; Bartolo et al., 2001). Double dissociations have
also been observed between finger and hand gestures, with patients
able to imitate hand postures but not finger configurations and
other patients with the opposite pattern of deficits (Goldenberg and
Karnath, 2006).

A cognitive neuropsychological model of praxis was first proposed
by Rothi et al. (1991) and then modified by other authors (Goldenberg
and Hagmann, 1997; Buxbaum, 2001; Cubelli et al., 2000; Rumiati and
Tessari, 2002). This model postulates (i) a semantic route to action, rely-
ing on long-term memory representations, which allow the reproduc-
tion of the MF (known) gestures, and (ii) a direct route, depending on
a short-term memory representation of the action (i.e. the innervatory
pattern in the original model from Rothi et al., 1991), which supports
the reproduction of ML (new) gestures. For gesture reproduction the
starting point of both routes is a visual analysis component, through
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which the visual properties of actions are processed. Also both the se-
mantic and the direct processes end at the level of the motor system,
which determines the actual implementation of the action.

Neuropsychological observations of unilateral brain damaged
patients (Goldenberg and Hagmann, 1997; Peigneux et al., 2000;
Buxbaum, 2001; Cubelli et al., 2000), aswell as behavioural and imaging
studies with healthy participants (Rumiati et al., 2009; Tessari and
Rumiati, 2004; Peigneux et al., 2004), support the idea of these two sep-
arate neural systems for imitating MF and ML gestures but the results
are inconsistent with respect to the neuro-anatomical structures in-
volved (particularly concerning their hemispheric location). Lesions in-
volving the parietal cortex, especially the angular gyrus, have been
reported to cause a deficit in the imitation of meaningful (MF) as com-
pared tomeaningless (ML) actions in left-brain damaged patients (LBD;
Tessari et al., 2007). On the other hand, Peigneux et al. (2000) reported a
patient, with a lesion in the left occipito-parietal cortex, who imitated
MF gestures better than ML gestures. Furthermore, Tessari et al.
(2007) reported two right brain damaged patients (RBD), with lesions
including the caudal portion of the pallidum, the putamen and the pos-
terior limbof the internal capsule, whoweremore impaired in imitating
ML than MF gestures. In the same study Tessari et al. (2007) presented
data from LBD patients whose performance was worse with ML ges-
tures, and this was associated with lesions to the superior temporal
gyrus.

In studies using positron emission tomography (PET), the imitation
of MF actions has been linked to activation in the left angular gyrus,
the left middle frontal gyrus, the right supramarginal gyrus, and the
right inferior parietal lobule (Peigneux et al., 2004), as well as the infe-
rior temporal, angular and parahippocampal gyri in the left hemisphere
(Rumiati et al., 2005). The parieto-occipital and occipito-temporal junc-
tions on the right, the superior temporal gyrus on the left, and the supe-
rior parietal cortex bilaterally have also been shown to have increased
activation linked to the imitation of ML actions (Rumiati et al., 2005).

Goldenberg et al. (2007) used lesion subtraction analysis to deter-
mine the locations specifically associated with defective pantomime of
tool use in patients with left-brain damage and aphasia. Their results
showed that the left inferior frontal cortex was associated with a deficit
in pantomime— though the area of lesion overlap further extended into
the underlying white matter so it is possible that damage to the white
matter projections contributed to the observed deficit (Liepmann,
1905; Catani and Ffytche, 2005; Geschwind, 1975). The left inferior
frontal and inferior parietal cortices were also found to be damaged in
a group of stroke patients having a deficit in at least one of two tests
assessing ideomotor apraxia (De Renzi et al., 1980) and ideational
apraxia (De Renzi and Lucchelli, 1988) respectively, with the inferior
frontal lesions being more frequent in those patients who were addi-
tionally impaired in recognizing transitive and intransitive actions
(Pazzaglia et al., 2008).

Finally, a recent DTI study (Ramayya et al., 2010) with healthy right
handed male volunteers investigated the connections between four re-
gions that previous fMRI studies indicated to be involved in processing
and performing complex tool use gestures: i) the posterior middle tem-
poral cortex (linked to semantic representations of tools); ii) the poste-
rior inferior parietal cortex (coding spatial invariant components of
learned gestures to tools, such as the swing of the elbow to use a ham-
mer); iii) the anterior inferior parietal cortex (proposed to integrate
non-spatial semantic representations of tools with the spatial informa-
tion relevant for effective tool use); and iv) the posterior inferior frontal
and ventral premotor cortices that convert the planned gesture into the
proper activation pattern for the movement implementation. The re-
sults highlighted the role of whitematter pathways connecting the pos-
terior middle temporal cortex and the anterior inferior parietal cortex,
as well as the anterior inferior parietal cortex and the posterior inferior
frontal and ventral premotor cortices. In both cases there was an asym-
metry with significantly more subjects showing those connections in
the left than the right hemisphere. Also the inferior posterior parietal
cortex showed connections with the posterior middle temporal cortex,
lateralized on the left, and with the inferior frontal and premotor corti-
ces, lateralized in the right hemisphere. However in both cases the fibre
terminations did not fall in the same location as the posterior parietal
activations identified by previous functional neuroimaging studies and
hence the role in tool use may be questioned (Ramayya et al., 2010).

The neuropsychological studies described above have typically re-
lied on categorical subdivisions of patients based on a given cut-off as
well as on observer-dependent lesion demarcations. The use of a cut-
off, especially in tasks where each answer is scored either 1 or 0, intro-
duces the risk that patients having scores differing only for one point are
treated differently (scores that equal the cut-off will be considered as
defective, while scores one point higher than the cut-off may be treated
as not defective). Also manual demarcations of lesion sites can lead to
under- or over- estimation of tissue differences according to the strict-
ness of the observer3s criteria. The present study aimed to investigate
the neural substrates of action imitation using a procedure based on
continuous rather than categorical scoring that is not biased by either
its sampling of patients or lesion demarcation. To achieve this we
employed whole-brain voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (Ashburner
and Friston, 2000) based on the segmentation of grey matter (GM)
and white matter (WM) tissue. VBM uses the general linear model to
statistically assess the relations between brain tissue integrity and be-
havioural performance. Here, continuous MF and ML imitation scores
were used as predictors of change in signal intensity within each
voxel across the whole brain in a group of consecutively sampled pa-
tients, not pre-selected on the basis of having apraxia. This approach
also allowed us to enter into the model covariates of no interest such
as age, gender, handedness and lesion volume (i.e. the extent of the
patients3 lesions), which might otherwise confound the results.

For thefirst time in a single studywe examined theneural substrates
of MF and ML intransitive actions, relative to MF and matched ML tran-
sitive actions. We used the scores for patients obtained when imitating
MF transitive and intransitive pantomimes, along with matched ML
transitive and intransitive actions, as predictors of voxel signal intensity.
The results are discussed in terms of previous findings, themechanisms
of apraxia and the neuronal underpinnings of action imitation.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

2.1.1. Patients
Twenty-one consecutively-sampled patients (20 males and 1 fe-

male, 18 right-handed, 3 left-handed; mean age: 68.18; SD: 11.13. Age
range: 36–82)were recruited from the panel of neuropsychological vol-
unteers at the Behavioural Brain Science Centre, School of Psychology of
the University of Birmingham. All patients had acquired brain lesions
due to a stroke, were in the chronic stage (N9 months after the occur-
rence of the lesion) and had no contraindications tomagnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scans. No other exclusion criteria were used. Seven pa-
tients had a lesion involving the left side of the brain (left brain dam-
aged, LBD), eleven had a lesion on the right (right brain damaged,
RBD) and three had bilateral brain lesions (BBL). According to the Edin-
burgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), 18 patients were right
handed before the stroke and three were left-handed. Patients3 demo-
graphic data and their Edinburgh Handedness Inventory scores are
summarized in Supplementary Table 1.

2.1.2. Healthy controls
Eighteen English-speaking healthy participants (mean age = 65.56,

SD = 10.18, age range = 37–78) with no reported history of neurolog-
ical and/or psychiatric disease served as controls. Fifteen controls self-
reported as right-handed while three reported as left-handed. All had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Data from controls were used
only to perform a preliminary categorization of each patient3s imitation
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performance in order to describe the patient sample at a behavioural
level. In addition to this, for the purpose of lesion identification (see
below), we acquired T1-weighted images from 100 healthy controls
(55 males and 45 females, mean age 54.5 years, range 20–87) with no
history of stroke, brain damage or neurological disorders.

All patients and healthy volunteers provided written informed con-
sent in agreement with ethics protocols at the School of Psychology and
Birmingham University Imaging Centre (BUIC).
2.2. Imitation task

2.2.1. Transitive actions
For the transitive actions we presented 20 meaningful (MF) panto-

mimes of objects being used (e.g. hammering or drinking from a
glass) and 20 unfamiliar meaningless (ML) control actions derived
from the MF actions (e.g. an action maintaining the grasp and
arm configuration for hammering but performed in an unusual
direction; for details about the stimuli see Tessari and Rumiati, 2004).
The stimuli employed here have been used in previously published
studies on the topic, with both patients and controls, with participants
from different nationalities (e.g. in Italy, Tessari and Rumiati, 2004,
and in Germany, Rumiati et al., 2005; see Tessari and Rumiati,
2004 for the complete list of 20 MF and 20 ML actions). Pictures
showing a sample of MF and ML transitive actions are provided in
Supplementary Fig. 1.

Each transitive action was presented once to each participant and
scored as 1 if performed correctly or 0 if it was performed incorrectly
(maximum MF score = 20, ML = 20; total = 40).

The same list of actions was administered to patients and controls.
1 On average there was not an effect of the hand used (p N 0.1) on the performance of
either the patients or the controls.

2 The Cohen3s k agreement coefficient was calculated based on the scores provided by
the two independent raters. The coefficient was computed for MF and ML actions taken
separately and for the total action scores. As the coefficient was≥0.80 in all the cases con-
sidered, the scores of only one rater (the same for patients and controls) were used.
2.2.2. Intransitive actions
The stimuli were taken from the original set of 18 MF and 18 ML in-

transitive gestures by Tessari et al. (2011). The intransitive MF actions
were a sample of the gestures commonly used for communication
(e.g. waving “hello”) and were selected on the basis of being easily rec-
ognized by 10 independent Italian raters. The intransitive ML actions
were created in order to match the MF actions for the complexity of
their execution and they were judged as unrecognizable by the same
10 independent Italian raters as before (Tessari et al., 2011). The same
list of MF and ML actions had already been used in previous studies on
healthy Italian-speaking participants (Rumiati et al., 2009; Carmo and
Rumiati, 2009). One half of theMF andML actions involvedmovements
of the hand (i.e. distal) while the other half involved the proximal use of
an arm. In the present study, to adapt the task to the English patients
and controls, 3 MF gestures were removed from the original MF list
(see Tessari et al., 2011 for the complete actions3 list) as 18 healthy
English controls consistently failed to indicate that the gestures had a
meaning. The three actions removed were the gestures for: i) starving
(i.e. repeatedly tapping the stomach with the hand3s side); ii) later
(i.e. rotating the index finger); and iii) go away (i.e. oscillating the
handwith the back of the hand towards the other person). The remain-
ing 15 MF stimuli were easily recognized and named correctly by the
native English raters. Three actions were also discarded from the origi-
nal ML list i.e., i) touching one side of the body with the ipsilateral
hand with the palm upward; ii) touching one cheek with the back of
the contralateral hand; and iii) touching the chin with the finger tips,
in order for this list to equal theMF list length. The discardedML actions
matched for complexity the gestures eliminated from the MF set ac-
cording to the data from ten native English independent raters.

Two examples of the MF and ML intransitive actions used here as
stimuli are illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 2.

Each intransitive action was shown only once and performance was
scored 1 if the action was correctly executed and 0 if it was done incor-
rectly (maximum MF score = 15, ML = 15; total = 30).
2.2.3. Procedure— transitive and intransitive gestures
Each type of action was presented in a separate block to maximize

the use of differential imitation processes, with the order of presenta-
tion randomized within each list. There were four blocks of stimuli:
i)MF transitive; ii) ML transitive; iii)MF intransitive; and iv)ML intran-
sitive. The block of MF pantomimes was administered before the ML
pantomimes. After a short break, the intransitive actions were present-
ed, again with the MF followed by the ML block. The MF actions were
administered before the ML stimuli in order to reduce the likelihood
of selecting the common ‘direct’ route for imitation of MF as well as
ML actions, given that MF actions could be reproduced using the
same, direct imitative route as ML actions (Tessari and Rumiati, 2004).

The experimenter demonstrated each action using the right (domi-
nant) hand. This was done tomaximize the consistency of stimulus pre-
sentation across participants. We avoided using video stimulus
presentations as it could have affected patients3 performance because
of reasons unrelated to a praxic deficit (e.g. if patients could not clearly
see the stimuli because of the relatively small size of the computer
screen). Patients and controls were instructed to reproduce the action
as similarly as possible to the model. The patients performed the
pantomimes using either their dominant hand or the ipsilesional hand
if there was paresis of the contralesional limb. Sixteen patients used
their dominant limb while five used their non-dominant limb (see
Supplementary Table 1).

To control for the hand used, some controls were asked to use their
dominant hand while others used their non-dominant hand when
responding.1 Twelve controls imitated with their dominant hand
while six used their non-dominant hand.

The performance of each participant was video-recorded and later
scored by two independent raters blind to the experimental condi-
tions.2 For both transitive and intransitive actions, an action was scored
as incorrect if the participant performed a spatial error with the hand or
the arm; a visual error (i.e. the actionwas: i) a combination of two items
included in the list; ii) an action that was visually similar to the target;
iii) a meaningful action, visually similar to the meaningless target), or
an omission (for a detailed description of the errors see Tessari and
Rumiati, 2004).
2.3. Other neuropsychological assessment

Patients were also administered some sub-tests from the BCoS
Screen (Humphreys et al., 2012) assessing i) orientation— i.e. Personal
Information andTime and Space; ii) frontal functions— the Rule Finding
and Switching task; iii) language — i.e. Picture Naming; and iv) action
planning and control — i.e. Multiple Step Object Use, Gesture Produc-
tion, Imitation, Gesture Recognition and Figure Copy. The scores for all
patients from the neuropsychological evaluation are reported in
Supplementary Table 2.
2.4. Neuroimaging assessment

2.4.1. MRI scans
The MRI scans of patients and healthy controls were acquired at the

Birmingham University Imaging Centre (BUIC) on a 3 T Philips Achieva
MRI system with an 8 channel phased array SENSE head coil. A sagittal
T1-weighted sequence (sagittal orientation, echo time/time to repeti-
tion, TE/TR=3.8/8.4 ms, voxel size 1 × 1 × 1mm3) was used to acquire
the anatomical scans.
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2.4.2. Pre-processing of the T1 data
The T1 scans were converted and reoriented with MRIcro (Rorden,

2005) and then preprocessed using SPM5 (Mechelli et al., 2005). The
scans were transformed into the standard MNI (Montreal Neurological
Institute) space using a modified unified-segmentation procedure
(Friston et al., 2007; Ashburner and Friston, 2005) protocol, optimized
for patients with brain lesions by including an extra tissue class that ac-
counts for the “abnormal” voxelswithin lesions (Ashburner and Friston,
2005). The procedure generated four classified tissue maps for grey
matter (GM), white matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and abnor-
mal tissue, on the basis of the intensity of the signal in each voxel using a
priori knowledge of the expected location of that tissue, with each map
representing the probability that a given voxel belonged to GM, WM,
CSF or an abnormal tissue class (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). After
segmentation, the resulting images were smoothed using an 8-mm
FWHMGaussian filter previously shown to be optimal for lesion detec-
tion and further analysis of segmented images (Ashburner and Friston,
2005; Seghier et al., 2008).

2.4.3. VBM analyses
Voxel-based morphometry was carried with SPM5 (Friston et al.,

2007) using parametric statisticswithin the framework of general linear
model (Ashburner and Friston, 2000).

The segmented scans (see above) for 21 patients were used to inves-
tigate the relationship between GM and WM integrity and continuous
scores for the transitive MF and ML and intransitive MF and ML imita-
tion tasks on a voxel-by-voxel basis. The patients3 raw scores for imitat-
ing transitive MF and ML and intransitive MF and ML gestures were
used as the covariates of interest. As the scores at the different imitation
tasks were (unavoidably) highly correlated, after consulting a leading
expert in the field, we decided to adopt the following approach: Two
models were estimated: one including only GM and the other WM seg-
mented images alongwith the four covariates of interest i.e. i) transitive
MF, ii) transitive ML, iii) intransitive MF, and iv) intransitive ML. Also,
eight further models were estimated, each including only one covariate
of interest and either GMorWM: 1) transitiveMF and GM; 2) transitive
ML and GM; 3) intransitive MF and GM; 4) intransitive ML and GM;
5) transitive MF and WM; 6) transitive ML and WM; 7) intransitive
MF and WM; and 8) intransitive ML and WM.

Age, handedness,3 education, gender and lesion volume were as
used covariates of no interest in all the models.

T- contrasts were run on eachmodel using a mixed peak and cluster
thresholdwith at least 1000 voxels showing a Z N 2.6 (i.e. p≤ 0.0054, un-
corrected). Results are reported at the cluster level corrected for multi-
ple comparisons (p = 0.05, FWE, corrected).

The anatomical localization of the lesions was performed using the
AAL3 toolbox (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and confirmed using the
Duvernoy human brain atlas (Duvernoy, 1991). The location of WM le-
sions with regard to specific pathways was assessed based on the JHU
WM tractography atlas (Hua et al., 2008) and the MRI Atlas of Human
WhiteMatter byMori (Mori et al., 2005). The brain coordinates are pre-
sented in the standardized MNI space.

2.4.4. Lesion overlap map
In the current studywe also present a lesion overlapmap illustrating

the lesion distribution across the entire group of patients. Patients3
lesions were identified using the automated lesion identification
3 Patients were divided into right-handed and left-handed according to the scores they
received at the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971).

4 We used a p-value of ≤0.005 instead of ≤0.001 (uncorrected) in an attempt to lower
as much as possible both the risk of obtaining results by chance and the risk of ignoring
results because of too stringent criteria. We considered only results that were significant
after correction, which take into consideration the large number of comparisons across
vowels, thus lowering the actual p-value. Moreover, we set a quite stringent threshold
for the minimum number of voxels (i.e. 1000). Altogether the criteria we adopted made
it unlikely that we obtained results by chance even with the threshold adopted.
procedure described by Seghier et al. (2008). The 21patients3MRI struc-
tural images were segmented, normalized and smoothed (8mm). Then
outlier voxels were detected by comparing the segmented GM andWM
of the patient to the ones of 100 controls using fuzzy clustering (Seghier
et al., 2008) and then the outlier voxels in each tissue class were
assigned to the lesion. We next created the overlap of the lesions for
all patients using the “image calculator” function of SPM5 with the ex-
pression: “i1 + i2 + i3 + i4 + … + i21” and displayed the overlap
map with MRICRON (Rorden, 2005). This was done to represent the
spatial distribution of lesions in our group of patients (Supplementary
Fig. 3). The lesion volume for each patient was calculated using Matlab
7.5 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) based on individual lesions
from the automated lesion identification procedure (see above). The es-
timated lesion volumes of all individual patientswere used as covariates
in the VBM analyses (see above).

3. Results

3.1. Behavioural results— transitive (MF&ML) and intransitive (MF&ML)
actions

Fig. 1 illustrates the proportional scores for transitive and intransi-
tive gestures for patients and control participants.

Data for the controls were used to categorize each patient3s
performance. Cut-offs were established on the basis of the control
means and standard deviations for the transitive (MF (mean = 15.78;
SD = 1.93); ML (mean = 13.89; SD = 2.30); totals (mean = 29.67;
SD = 3.50)) and intransitive actions (MF (mean = 13.44; SD = 1.42);
ML (mean = 13.72; SD = 1.36); totals (mean = 27.17; SD = 2.66)),
using the modified t-test of Crawford and Garthwaite (2002).

Fifteen out of twenty one patients had a deficit in the imitation of at
least on type of gesture.

For the transitive action imitation task eleven patients (6 LBD, 4 RBD
and 1 BBD) performed below the cut-off for MF (≤12), ML (≤9) and
total action performance (≤23); one LBD had normal performance
with MF but fell below the cut-off for the ML gestures and the total ac-
tion scores; one RBDwas defective only when imitating MF actions and
one RBD was below the cut-off only for the ML actions. At the intransi-
tive action imitation task eight patients (4 LBD, 3 RBD and 1 BBD) per-
formed below the cut-off for MF (≤10) and ML (≤11) and total
actions (≤22); two patients (1 LBD and 1 RBD) fell below the cut-off
for MF and totals; one RBD was defective for the ML and total action
scores and two (1 RBD and 1 BBD) were defective only for the ML
actions.

Additionally, we investigated dissociations in performance (i.e. dif-
ferences between performance at two tasks that were unlikely to be re-
ported among healthy individuals) using the ‘revised standardized
difference test’ (RSDT) by Crawford and Garthwaite (2005).

Supplementary Table 1 indicates for each patient if performancewas
below or above the cut-off and the presence or absence of a dissociation
between the scores obtainedwithMF andML gestures at each task.5 For
the transitive gestures, out of the eleven patients failing imitation of
both MF and ML gestures, eight patients (5 LBD, 2 RBD and 1 BBD)
had better scores when they imitated theMF gestures, one RBD did bet-
ter with theML and two (1 BBD and 1 RBD)were equally impairedwith
bothMF andML. One RBDpatient showed deficits imitating only theMF
and imitated the ML gestures significantly better. Finally, one RBD pa-
tient received a score below the cut-off for the ML but not for the MF
gestures, but there was not a reliable dissociation. For the intransitive
gestures, eight patients had a deficit on both MF and ML actions; two
of these patients had significantly better scores on the MF gestures,
scoring at a control level with the MF gestures but below the cut-off
5 Dissociations between different gesture types (i.e. transitive vs. intransitive) were not
calculated, as the intransitive gestures usually are easier to execute, despite attempts to
match them for complexity to the transitive gestures.



Fig. 1.Thisfigure shows the accuracy in imitation for patients and controls. Thedata for transitive and intransitiveMF andMLactions are based on proportions as the totalmaximumscores
varied across stimuli. Abbreviations: P-TR-MF, patients3mean proportional accuracywithMF transitive actions; P-TR-ML, patients3mean proportional accuracywithML transitive actions;
P-INT-MF, patients3mean proportional accuracywithMF intransitive actions; P-INT-ML, patients3mean proportional accuracywithML intransitive actions; C-TR-MF, controls3mean pro-
portional accuracywithMF transitive actions; C-TR-ML, controls3mean proportional accuracywithML transitive actions; C-INT-MF, controls3mean proportional accuracy withMF intran-
sitive actions; C-INT-ML, patients3 mean proportional accuracy with ML intransitive actions.
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with the ML gestures. Another two patients (1 LBD and 1 RBD) had the
opposite dissociation, scoring below the cut-off for the MF gestures but
within normal limits for ML gestures. Finally, one RBD patient was im-
paired for the ML gestures only relative to controls but did not show a
dissociation between performance with the MF and ML gestures.

3.2. Neuroimaging results: grey matter

3.2.1. GM — transitive MF & ML and intransitive MF & ML
The model including the patients3 continuous scores for imitating

i) transitive MF ii) transitive ML iii) intransitive MF and iv) intransitive
ML gestures revealed a cluster within the parietal lobe linked to perfor-
mance, including the precuneus (PCUN) and extending posteriorly to
the cuneus (CUN) and anteriorly to the supplementary motor area
(SMA) in the left hemisphere (Fig. 2a; Table 1).

A plot showing individual effects of each covariate indicated that, for
the peak in the left PCUN, the imitation of intransitive ML gestures had
the larger effect size (Fig. 2b). The peak on the left CUN relatedmainly to
the transitiveMF gestures, even though an effect of the intransitive ges-
tures was also present. Finally intransitive MF gestures were most
strongly related to the left SMA cluster.

3.2.1.1. GM — transitive ML. The analysis based on the model including
the GM segmented images along with the ML transitive action scores
as the only covariate of interest revealed one large cluster within the
left superior parietal cortex including the left PCUN and extending ante-
riorly to the middle portion of the cingulate cortex (Mid CC) and poste-
riorly to the leftmiddle occipital cortex (OCC) (Fig. 3a_1; Table 1). Also a
cluster was found in the superior and middle right frontal cortex (SFC
and Mid SFC) and right Mid CC (Fig. 3a_2; Table 1).

3.2.1.2. GM — transitive MF. The analysis based on the model with the
patients3 scores at imitating MF transitive gestures as the sole covariate
of interest highlighted a large cluster in the parietal cortex including the
posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the PCUN in the left hemisphere
(Fig. 3b; Table 1).

3.2.1.3. GM — intransitive ML. The analysis based on the model with
scores for ML intransitive gestures as the sole covariate of interest and
GM scans revealed a cluster in themidline having its peak in the SFC ex-
tending posteriorly to not only the SMA in the right hemisphere but also
the SMA and PCUN in the left hemisphere (Fig. 3c, Table 1).

Next, to identify common cortical regions underlying imitation of
transitive and intransitive gestures, we overlapped results obtained
based on the three above models (see Fig. 3d).

3.2.1.4. GM— intransitive MF. The analysis with the model with only MF
intransitive actions3 scores revealed no significant clusters (no findings
survived correction for multiple comparisons).

3.3. Neuroimaging results: white matter

The analyses with the models including: i) all the four covariates,
ii) transitive MF gestures only, iii) intransitive MF gestures only,
and iv) intransitive ML gestures only revealed no significant clusters
(no findings survived correction for multiple comparisons).

3.3.1. WM— transitive ML
The contrast based on the model with transitive ML gestures as the

only covariate of interest revealed a cluster in the left corticospinal
tract, corpus callosum andwhitematter within the left superior tempo-
ral gyrus (Fig. 4; Table 2).

3.4. Additional analyses

Additional analyseswere carried out in order to rule out the possibil-
ity that our results were driven by outliers. For this purpose we carried
out regression and correlation analyses on beta values extracted from
the clusters that were revealed by the VBM contrasts and behavioural
results. None of the regressions or correlations appeared to be driven
by single patients (or outliers). The analyses and the results, along
with the relevant plots, are presented in the supplementary material
(see Supplementary analyses and Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5).

4. Discussion

The present study investigated the link between GM and WM le-
sions and performance on gesture imitation tasks, according to (i) the
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Fig. 2. Grey matter substrates of the imitation of transitive and intransitive MF and ML gestures (results based on the model with all covariates).Abbreviations: l_PCUN, left precuneus;
l_CUN, left cuneus; l_SMA, left supplementary motor area; MF TR, meaningful transitive actions; ML TR, meaningless transitive actions; MF INT, meaningful intransitive actions; ML
INT, meaningless transitive actions.
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type of action to be executed (transitive or intransitive) and (ii) the fa-
miliarity of the action (MF or ML). The brain lesion data were analysed
using voxel-based morphometry (Ashburner and Friston, 2000), an un-
biased approach that treats patients3 behavioural scores as predictors of
change in the intensity of the signal from each voxel of segmented GM
or WM tissue. As indicated above, two models including all the covari-
ates of interest looked at the brain regions where the signal changes
in GM and WM were predicted by the imitation scores, regardless of
gesture type or meaning. After this, individual models were used to ex-
plore the effect of single gesture types. We decide to adopt this proce-
dure after consulting experts in the field, who advised that this was
appropriate when dealing with highly correlated covariates of interest.

4.1. GM changes

Reliable correlations were found between impairments in gesturing
and neural changes on GM for the contrasts run on themodel including
all four imitation tasks, as well as on three of themodels with individual
tasks as unique covariate of interest (i.e. imitation of i) MF transitive,
ii) ML transitive, and iii) ML intransitive gestures). A cluster in the left
superior parietal cortex involving the PCUN, extending also posteriorly
to the CUN in the occipital cortex and anteriorly to the SMA, appeared
to relate to all four gesture imitation tasks. Plots were produced for
each peak in order to explore the relative contribution of each task in
predicting the signal. As can be seen from the histograms in Fig. 2b, in-
transitive ML gesture scores generated the highest beta values in the
PCUN. The transitive MF gesture scores generated the highest beta
values in the left SMA while the intransitive MF gesture scores had the
highest betas in the left CUN. However, although a covariate may have
a relatively higher contribution in specific peaks, each covariate contrib-
uted to themain finding. Clusters in the left PCUNwere also highlighted
in the analyses run with the models including the ML transitive, MF
transitive and ML intransitive gestures as single covariates. The results
suggest a general involvement of the PCUN in all the studied actions.
To the best of our knowledge few lesion studies have investigated the
cognitive and behavioural consequences of brain damage involving
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Table 1
Grey matter substrates of the imitation of transitive and intransitive MF and ML gestures (VBM analysis).

Cluster level Voxel level Coordinates Brain structure

Model p-FWE Size Z-score X Y Z (location)

Model 1: transitive MF; transitive ML; intransitive MF; intransitive ML
0.007 1955 3.92 −6 −58 46 Left PCUN (BA7)

3.53 −4 −4 50 Left SMA (BA6)
3.49 −6 −76 30 Left CUN (BA17)

Model 2: transitive ML
0.000 7514 4.20 −14 −50 22 Left PCUN (BA7)

4.10 −24 −60 54 Left SPC (BA7)
3.95 −32 −64 18 Left Mid OCC (BA17)

Left Mid CC (BA 24)
0.049 1424 3.89 20 8 40 Right SFC (BA6)

3.59 12 34 50 Right Med SFC (BA6)
3.41 14 −6 42 Right Mid CC (BA24)

Model 3: transitive MF
0.013 1996 3.91 −8 −38 26 Left PCC (BA23)

3.88 −12 −44 54 Left PCUN (BA7)
3.63 −12 −44 22 Left PCC (BA23)

Model 4: intransitive ML
0.000 3993 4.77 8 46 40 Right Med SFC (BA6)

4.25 8 28 40 Right Med SFC (BA6)
4.25 12 6 64 Right SMA (BA6)
3.92 −6 −58 46 Left PCUN (BA7)
3.53 −4 −4 50 Left SMA (BA6)

Abbreviations: BA, Brodmann Area; CUN, cuneus; Med SFC, medial superior frontal cortex; Mid CC, middle cingulate cortex; Mid OCC, middle occipital cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate
cortex; PCUN, precuneus; SFC, superior frontal cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area; SPC, superior parietal cortex; VBM, voxel-based morphometry.
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the PCUN but recent neuroimaging techniques have explored its
functions (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006). The PCUN is known to belong
to the associative cortices serving a variety of functions including
visuo-spatial imagery, spatially guided behaviour, first-person perspec-
tive taking and experiencing agency (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006)
Fig. 3. Grey matter substrates of the imitation of transitive and intransitive MF and ML gest
precuneus; l_MidOCC, left middle occipital cortex; r_SFC, right superior frontal cortex; r_Mi
motor area; r_SMA, right supplementary motor area; l_SPC, left superior parietal cortex. Blobs
i.e., functions that may all contribute to the execution of complex ges-
tures. Alternatively, the PCUN may be directly involved in the produc-
tion of the target action due to being involved in the apprehension of
the spatial relations between body parts (Goldenberg, 2009). Further
work is needed to test between these alternatives.
ures (results from models with single covariate of interest).Abbreviations: l_PCUN, left
d_CC, right middle cingulum; l_PCC, left posterior cingulum; l_SMA, left supplementary
colours: green = transitive ML; red = transitive MF; blue = intransitive ML.
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Fig. 4.Whitematter substrates for transitive ML. Results indicate that deficits in transitive
ML gestureswere linked to damagewithin the left corticospinal tract, left corpus callosum
and white matter within the left superior temporal gyrus.
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The common effect of all four of the covariates of interest extended
further to the left superior parietal cortex. This is consistent with previ-
ous reports of lesions in this area causing the symptoms of ideomotor
apraxia (Rothi et al., 1991). The result also fits with observations of
Tessari et al. (2007) that unilateral LBD patients with lesions in superior
parietal structures fail in the imitation of MF tool-use and ML gestures
(Goldenberg and Hagmann, 1997; Peigneux et al., 2000). Moreover
damage to the left superior parietal cortex has been linked not only to
ideomotor apraxia (specifically a deficit in imitation) but also to idea-
tional apraxia (i.e. having problems in the voluntary execution of multi-
ple step actions, such as lighting a candle with a match (Pazzaglia et al.,
2008)). The results suggest that superior parietal structures in the left
hemisphere have a role not only in imitation but also more generally
in voluntary movement execution.

In addition to the above, the model including all four gesture types
suggested an association between imitation and the left SMA. This is
in linewith previous reports from imaging studies showing SMA activa-
tion during imitation of arm or hand movement (Rumiati et al., 2005;
Chen et al., 2010). We note too that apraxia for learned transitive ges-
tures has previously been reported in patients with left SMA lesions
byWatson et al. (1986) and, consistent with this, the plot of our results
showed that the MF transitive gestures had the strongest relation with
signal strength in the SMA, although an effect on ML intransitive ges-
tures was also present (Fig. 2b). When each gesture type was consid-
ered alone the cluster in the left SMA was highlighted for ML
intransitive gestures only. However there was no relation between sig-
nal loss in this area and any of the other gesture types considered indi-
vidually. This pattern of results within the left SMA does not allow
straightforward interpretation and needs further investigation. Howev-
er, we can hypothesize that the SMA is involved in processing gestures
regardless of their familiarity or type (transitive vs. intransitive). Also, it
is possible that the correlation between imitation and SMA damage
stands for all the action types considered together but not for the MF
and ML transitive gestures taken individually, since the transitive ges-
tures relied less consistently on the SMA. One further possibility is
that the MF and ML transitive gestures were processed through the
SMA by some patients who may have contributed to the general main
effect of this region.
Table 2
White matter substrates of imitation of transitive ML gestures (VBM analysis).

Cluster level Voxel level

Model p-FWE Size Z-score

Transitive ML
0.011 2912 3.35

3.29
3.08

Abbreviations: CC, corpus callosum; CTRG, corticospinal tract; STG, superior temporal gyrus; V
Beside the main effect emerging from the unique model, we obtain-
ed significant results from three out of fourmodels (i.e. for transitiveMF
and ML, along with intransitive ML gestures), including each gesture
type when taken as a single covariate of interest at a time. These analy-
ses gave different patterns of results according to the actions involved—

with the results supporting an argument not only for them being neural
substrates dedicated to preferentially processing ML gestures but also
for the separate neural underpinnings of transitive and intransitive ges-
tures.We found one clusterwithin the left inferior parietal cortex forML
andMF transitive actions, but not forML intransitive actions. This is con-
sistent with the previous suggestion that sub-regions of the left inferior
parietal cortex have a role in tool use (Peigneux et al., 2004; Ramayya
et al., 2010; Orban and Rizzolatti, 2012). However, the fact that an effect
was found not only withMF but alsowith theML transitive actions sug-
gests that stored knowledge of the movement may be less critical than
the presence of a grasping component (both MF and ML transitive ges-
tures require taking a precise hand configuration, as for holding a tool).
This would hold for ML and MF transitive actions alike but not for in-
transitive actions. We should also consider the large overlap between
the region in the left parietal cortex linked to poor reproduction of MF
transitive gestures and the cluster for the ML transitive gestures. This
overlap suggests an affinity between the neural structures supporting
MF and ML gestures and goes against a claim for the existence of sepa-
rate routes (direct and semantic) for imitation. Rather than this, the data
suggest that ML transitive gestures are more demanding and so they
simply require additional neural processes. This need for more re-
sources forML transitive gestureswould explain the larger region of pa-
rietal cortex linked to these gestures. However, if processing demands
alone were critical, we should have found some evidence also with
other gesture types, with the clusters decreasing in size as the complex-
ity of gestures decreased. However, this was not the case. We propose
instead that the current data highlight brain areas related to the first
step of tool identification or correct grasping elaboration (that is com-
mon to MF pantomimes and matched ML gestures) but not the areas
where semantic information of known transitive actions is stored.

In contrast to the results with transitive MF gestures, there were no
brain areas linked to poor performance of intransitive MF gestures. It is
possible that, in our sample, patients with impairments in the proposed
semantic route to transitive actionswere poorly represented, and sowe
were unable to isolate an effect of damage to that route. According to
this proposal, most of the dissociations in performance were in the di-
rection of better scores with the MF gestures (see Supplementary
Table 1). This relative advantage cannot just be due to the MF gesture
being more easily executed, as this would not account for the data
where some patients have reverse dissociation.

The analyses also highlighted a correlation between imitation and
damage to the right superior frontal cortex for both transitive and in-
transitive ML gestures, but not for the MF transitive actions. It has pre-
viously been reported that right hemisphere lesioned patients can
have problems with ML transitive gestures (Tessari et al., 2007) al-
though in their case the patients3 lesions overlapped most on the basal
ganglia. Nonetheless the basal ganglia and the frontal cortex are strictly
and reciprocally connected (Draganski et al., 2008). Moreover, as men-
tioned in the introduction, a recent study by Ramayya et al. (2010)
Coordinates Brain structure

X Y Z (location)

−24 −28 40 Left CTRG, CC
−24 −22 16 and WM within left STG
−48 −34 22

BM, voxel-based morphometry; WM, white matter.
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highlighted that a path connecting the frontal and the anterior inferior
parietal cortex was vastly rightward lateralized. So it may be possible
that the basal ganglia and the frontal cortex are both part of a right
hemisphere circuit, which may also include the parietal cortex, which
in turn supports the reproduction of ML gestures. However the major
point here is that only the ML gestures, regardless of being transitive
or intransitive, gave results overlapping on the right frontal cortex.

In addition to the clusters shared for different action types, some re-
sults were associated with specific categories of gesture. The cluster in
the left hemisphere linked to poor reproduction of ML transitive ges-
tures was extended beyond that associated with impairments in MF
transitive and ML intransitive gestures and which ran anteriorly to the
cingulate cortex (with the peak voxel located in the left Mid CC, and ex-
tending posteriorly to the left occipital cortex). As already proposed by
Carmo and Rumiati (2009) and as indicated by our data, the ML transi-
tive gesturesmayhave beenmore difficult to imitate than the other ges-
tures and thus required resources additional to those in the left
hemisphere shared with the MF transitive gestures and with those in
the right hemisphere shared with ML intransitive gestures — this in-
cluded both additional visual processing and greater demands on task
monitoring. Damage to the middle and anterior portions of the cingu-
late cortex in the right hemisphere also linked to problems with ML
transitive gestures. This part of the cingulate cortex has been shown to
be involved in tasks tapping attention and executive function, such as
the colour naming Stroop task (Bush et al., 2000), and its relation to
the imitation of ML transitive gestures may suggest a higher demand
for task monitoring with those stimuli.

As discussed above, the involvement of the left SMAwas only found
for intransitive ML gestures. These clusters extended to the SMA in the
right hemisphere. Previous studies have proposed that there is bilateral
involvement of the SMA in planning gestures that require the sequenc-
ing of action subroutines (Roland et al., 1980a; Roland et al., 1980b). It
may be plausible then that the intransitive ML gestures, more than the
other types of action, require that movements are segmented into
smaller components in order to bemirrored. Indeed, theML intransitive
gestures cannot rely on other strategies to be performed — such as the
automatic activation of an existing representation of their meaning (as
the MF gestures) or of an action schema triggered by the posture of
the hand (as in the case of both MF and ML transitive). It follows that
the SMA may be a key component of a direct (non-semantic) route to
imitation (Riddoch et al., 1989). This would also fit with our findings
of a main effect within the SMA when all the four types of gesture
were considered together, despite a lack of an effect whenMF transitive
and ML transitive were analysed individually.

Unfortunatelywe did not obtain any significantfindings from the in-
dividual analysis of the MF intransitive actions. Thus we do not know if
the SMA was involved in processing those actions. More investigations
are needed in order to clarify this point.

4.2. WM changes

In addition to the greymatter cortical lesions related to action imita-
tion, white matter damage was also linked to poor performance of ML
transitive actions (specifically lesions within the left temporal cortex
extending to the corpus callosum and corticospinal tract). Ramayya
et al. (2010) proposed that the temporal cortex contains semantic infor-
mation about tools and is connected to other areas involved in tool-
related actions through WM tracts. Our result for the ML transitive ac-
tions suggests the possibility that similar communication channels
serve the recognition and categorization of general tool-related actions
rather than the retrieval of information about specific tools. Damage to
similarWMpathwaysmay have a less detrimental effect onMF actions,
which are codedmore robustly andmay be supported to store informa-
tion about the meaning of the actions.

In summary, the results highlight the PCUN and SMA as contributing
to all gesture types while a region in the left parietal cortex was shared
by both MF andML transitive gestures andML gestures (both transitive
and intransitive) were impaired after right frontal damage. In addition,
the results dissociated SMA damage to ML intransitive gestures (partic-
ularly on the right) and damage toML transitive gestures (linked to the
left parietal and occipital cortex, also including the middle and anterior
cingulate cortex aswell asWMwithin the left temporal cortex). The re-
sults point to both common brain mechanisms involved in the process-
ing of all gestures and to regions specialized for tool-related grasps
(linked to bothMF andML tool-related actions) and to the direct imita-
tion of action (for ML transitive and intransitive actionswithin the right
frontal cortex).

The pattern of our findings suggests the opportunity to integrate the
dual route model of motor performance (Rumiati and Tessari, 2002)
with the processing of tool-related actions. It also suggests that clini-
cians should test all patients for ideomotor apraxia, not only those hav-
ing lesions to the left hemisphere, as lesions to the right hemisphere
may damage the direct route to imitation.
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